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SAFETY 

List and define OSHA Health and Safety Regulations, EPA 
and other regulations  

List and define Right to Know regulations and reporting 
health and safety agencies.  

List the laws and rules of regulatory agencies governing 
sanitation and safety. 

Identify, describe and demonstrate the use of MSDS. 

List and demonstrate shop dress code, safety procedures  

Define & demonstrate safe storage & maintenance of 
equipment 

Define first aid procedures & practices to avoid accidents. 

Operate work environment equipment safely. 

Maintain a clean and orderly work environment. 

Maintain safety records and document injuries. 

Comply with company personnel (PPE) policies  

Comply with safety requirements for operating binding, 
finishing, and mailing equipment 

Use proper procedures to ensure safety devices are working. 

Follow shop reporting procedures for unusual wear, machine 
noises, and other faults. 

EQUIPMENT: 

Computer: Mac / PC 

Digital Printers: HP /  Xerox / Xante 

Inkjet Printers: HP 800ps / Ricoh Dye Syb 

3D Printers: Makerbot 2 / Makerbot Mini 

Offset: Hamada 600 / Multi / AB Dick 

Bindery: Cutter  / Booklet / Baumfold / Heat Press /  

Bindery: Collator / Challenge Drill / Laminator / Coil / GBC 

Finish:  Shrink Wrap 

ROLE OF GRAPHICS: ALL ASPECTS OF INDUSTRY 

Define paths used to disseminate information to large 
audience over course of history. Equipment, etc. 

Create an image that contains a message of for each of the 
following: 10,000 BCE, 5,000 BCE, 500 AD, 1500 AD, 1775 
AD, Today 

Decide hierarchy of importance shown in above. 

Define consequences of failure to reach intended audience. 

Determine best path to reach greatest audience 

Research employment positions & compare/contrast their 
descriptions, duties, and expectations. 

Prepare responses to standard interview questions. 

Participate in a mock-interview with industry professionals.

Review and create a professional journal  

Develop oral presentation regarding an article in a journal. 
Summarize trends presented in a graph. 

Present internet research based upon the history of graphic 
communications and summarize and organize ideas and 
present findings to an audience verbally and electronically.

BUSINESS: INDUSTRY STANDARDS AND ETIQUETTE

Answer telephone with confidence and convince customer to 
visit with job to be printed

Greet customer and listen carefully to their request and 
determine their need

Interact with client and accept printing request 

Collect all necessary information to satisfy production 
process requirements.

Complete order entry forms and methods to prepare quote

Collaborate with specialists to determine path of workflow to 
deliver high quality product

Determine equipment, processes, and labor costs 
anticipated in chosen path

Contact customer with written quotation, terms, delivery 
options and signed job order

Create a plan to keep track of tools and supplies in your 
classroom/shop.

BUSINESS: ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Prepare a business plan for a new company 

Participate in a discussion of a local small-business 
incubator or chamber of commerce, identifying opportunities 
and summarizing best practices of new companies.  

Create an equipment list, with costs of equipment required 
for doing specific tasks. 

Identify local zoning and environmental laws that apply to 
businesses in your industry.

Work as a team to complete a project, including running and 
participating in problem-solving meetings. 

Explore relevant professional organization & request 
information about benefits, requirements, & costs. 

Clip print advertisements from local companies, identifying 
common themes and contrasting different styles. 

LEGEND 1 Instructed 
2 Demonstrated (can perform with assistance) 
3 Competent (can perform in a reasonable time without assistance) 

 1 2 3  1 2 3 



Create and follow a budget 

Identify equipment in your shop/lab that considered capital. 

From a pay-stub, determine gross salary, deductions, and 
net pay for a calendar year. 

Create a rate card or other list of standardized costs for 
services provided 

Participate in and summarize a discussion with a member of 
a labor organization. 

Participate in and summarize a discussion with a member of 
a civil rights organization. 

While participating in a group project, write and follow job 
descriptions for each member of the team. 

Evaluate a shop in terms of safety, ergonomics, & workflow. 

Participate in a service project or community-centered event. 

Compare, order, estimate, and translate among fractions & 
mixed numbers, decimals & percentages to perform stock 
cutting calculations. 

DESIGN: SUBSTRATES 

Define substrates & record findings with proper citation 

Identify paper Characteristics 

DESIGN: ELEMENTS OF DESIGN 

Students will demonstrate the use of principles and elements 
of design including: balance, contrast, unity, rhythm, 
proportion, line, shapes, mass, texture, and color. 

Choose typestyles, fonts, colors to be used in production 

Collect samples of vector and raster images. 

DESIGN: CREATION OF ARTWORK 

Evaluate information from a variety of sources in a consistent 
and standard format, and present research.

Create printed piece identifying aesthetic effects of a media 
presentation & identify & evaluate techniques used 

Design and layout a stationary package to include the 
following: letterhead, business card, envelope. 

Locate and store in appropriate folder all images and text to 
be used in finished artwork 

Create Thumbnails 

Create Rough Comps 

Create Tight Comp and / or dummy 

Using ratios and proportions calculate photographs and 
artwork to proper size for placement into a page layout. 

Using rules of typesetting, determine font sizes, line lengths 
& page layout characteristics & create a mock-up 

Create artwork to reflect gripper margin requirements output 
device 

Manipulate a raster image with image-editing software 

Manipulate a vector image using drawing software 

Create artwork and provide proof for approval. 

Create artwork following rules of contrast, repetition, 
alignment and proximity 

Make changes/corrections & create PDF file for proofing 

Submit artwork for proofreading

Upload PDF proof to protected cloud-based server for 
remote customer access

Review customer comments, changes, or alterations and 
repeat as necessary

Design and layout a brochure using correct resolution, 
bleeds, and trim specifications

Create finished artwork for use on multiple output platforms 
(i.e. web, print, mobile device)

PHOTOGRAPHY/SCANNING:

Identify & explain application of light in communications, e.g., 
reflection, refraction, additive, and subtractive color theory.

Acquire color image using desktop scanner 

Acquire high contrast black & white image using scanner

Acquire pre-printed image avoiding moiré effect 

Acquire image through use of digital camera 

Create a portrait photo

Create a landscape photo

Create product shot

Create background image for print and web 

Edit images in image-editing software 

PRE-PRESS: WORKFLOW

Receive, interpret and configure native file for PDF output for 
appropriate output device

Repurpose customer file for use on requested output 
platforms (i.e. web, print, mobile device) 

Compare, order, estimate and translate figures to calculate 
ink, stock material sheet layout ratio and proportions required 
to complete and price a job and compile a budget. 

Create a basic trouble shooting worksheet/flowchart to 
correct basic computer problem(s). 

Compare characteristics of various ink vehicles & how they 
relate to drying on various substrates 

Create a comparison chart from the ink draw down results.

Output PDF file for intended use

PRE-PRESS: TYPOGRAPHY

Create typography specimen booklet. 

Identify and label parts of a type character 

Collect various type classification samples 

Group type according to type families 

Collect various alignment samples of type 

Collect samples of body and display type 

Build and prepare a document, including, trapping, preflight, 
creating and inspect proofs.

PRE-PRESS: ARTWORK

Prepare and/or correct a document for output. 

Send job to RIP adjusting for center vertically& horizontally



Set up duplex and arrange for registering both sides.  

Demonstrate effective use of crop marks and bleeds.   

Adjust color balance for best results. 

Produce 48 page dummy for electronic imposition. 

Compare and contrast the characteristics of additive and 
subtractive color formation. 

PRINTING: FLEXO / LITHO / DIGITAL / GRAVURE / 
LETTERPRESS/DYE-SUB/3D 

Discuss and compare methods of printing 

Explore equipment & supply costs & expenses of each 
method & when to consider each. 

PRINTING: OFFSET 

Set up offset press to print 

Properly measure & mix ink, differentiating between weight & 
mass, recognizing that: weight is the amount of gravitational 
pull on an object & measurement of volume and mass 
requires understanding of the sensitivity of measurement 
tools & knowledge & appropriate use of significant digits. 

Perform make ready on an offset press.  

Install offset blanket 

Mix and measure fountain solution for plates being utilized 

Set water/ink balance 

Load substrate 

Adjust side-guides 

Adjust delivery bin 

Adjust/set powder delivery 

Produce 500 sheets of a single color document. 

Demonstrate use of quality control standards & techniques. 

Perform press wash-up 

PRINTING: DIGITAL 

Acquire department authorization code for charge-back 

Complete the job ticket by filling in all applicable information 

Load bins with specified paper 

Ensure proper feed orientation for work being processed 

Ensure proper commands on print dialogue boxes 

Print single piece and check for defects 

Monitor copies to ensure consistent quality 

Compare finished work with description on job ticket 

PRINTING: INK-JET INCLUDING WIDE FORMAT 

Acquire department authorization code for charge-back 

Complete the job ticket by filling in all applicable information 

Load platen with specified paper 

Ensure proper feed orientation for work being processed 

Ensure proper instructions on print dialogue boxes 

Begin print and monitor to ensure consistent quality 

Compare finished work with description on job ticket 

PRINTING: DYE-SUB

Acquire department authorization code for charge-back 

Complete the job ticket by filling in all applicable information

Load tray with specified paper

Ensure proper feed orientation for work being processed

Ensure proper instructions on print dialogue boxes 

Print transfer paper

Set heat-press (mug-press) with proper 
time/temperature/pressure settings 

Inspect for errors and consistent quality 

Compare finished work with description on job ticket 

PRINTING: 3-D

Acquire department authorization code for charge-back 

Complete the job ticket by filling in all applicable information

Load feeder with specified filament material 

Ensure proper instructions on print dialogue boxes 

Monitor print at regular intervals to ensure consistent quality

Compare finished work with description on job ticket 

BINDERY: PAPER CUTTING

Compute total yield of print job through modeling using 
systems of linear equations or inequalities. 

Solve everyday problems by applying algebraic and 
graphical methods to the solution. 

Use appropriate technology as necessary. 

Cut 23”x35” stock into 11.25”x17.25”using stock cutting math 
procedures

Cut 23”x35” stock into 11.25”x17.25”using stock cutting math 
procedures

Cut 10-up business cards to 3.5” x 2” finished size 

Face-trim brochures to ensure square finish 

BINDERY: FOLDING

Fold 8.5” x 11” stock to 5.5” x 8.5” finished size 

Fold 8.5” x 11” stock to fit #10 envelope 

Fold 11.25”x17.25”stock to 8.625”x 11.125” 

Explore 90 degree folding techniques 

BINDERY: PADDING

Set up adhesive binding (padding). 

Set up paper cutter to cut stock for 10 pads that measure 5.5 
x 8.5 with chipboard backing.

Slip sheet pads in count indicated by job specifications 

Jog and load sheets onto padding press. 

Clamp and apply padding compound. 



Clean all tools and work area. 

Separate pads into finished product. 

BINDERY: COLLATING 

Hand collate simple multi-page job 

Machine collate job using multiple bins 

Create spreadsheet and matching artwork to merge into 
variable data output for mailing 

Number and collate twelve folded signatures into a 48 page 
dummy. 

BINDERY: STITCH/COIL/GBC/PERFECT 

Set up and saddle stitch brochures 

Set up and GBC bind booklets 

Set up and coil bind booklets/books 

Set up and perfect bind books 

BINDERY: MISC 3-HOLE PUNCH / SCORE / PERFORATE 

Set up perforation- Align perforation wheels to perforate 
sheet at designated location and size. 

Set up & drill for standard 3-hole position & drill dummy. 

FINISHING: 

Perform final trims on live work 

Laminate finished sheets of paper 

Shrink wrap finished work 

Craft paper wrap finished work 

Select proper size and weight box and pack finished work 

Fill delivery slips and deliver finished work to client 

 

LIFETIME WORK SKILLS

Demonstrate productive work habits and attitudes 

Demonstrate good attendance

Demonstrate punctuality

Demonstrate time management skills 

Demonstrate initiative

Demonstrate ability to work in team setting 

 


